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Abstract
Previous research showed that conditioning a PSO agent’s movement based on its personal fitness improvement enhances the stan-
dard PSO method. In this article, languid particle dynamics (LPD) technique is used on five adequate and widely used PSO variants.
Five unmodified PSO variants were tested against their LPD-implemented counterparts on three search space dimensionalities (10,
20, and 50 dimensions) and 30 test functions of the CEC 2014 benchmark test. In the preliminary phase of the testing four of
the five tested PSO variants showed improvement in accuracy. The worst and best-achieving variants from preliminary test went
through detailed investigation on 220 and 770 combinations of method parameters, where both variants showed overall gains in
accuracy when enhanced with LPD. Finally, the results obtained with best achieving PSO parameters were subject to statistical
analysis which showed that the two variants give statistically significant improvements in accuracy for 13-50% of the test functions.
Keywords: Particle Swarm Optimization; Inertia weight; Fitness based inertia; Swarm intelligence.
1. Introduction
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is an optimization method
originally inspired by the movement of bird flocks and fish
schools [1, 2]. The method tracks a group of agents (particles)
moving through the search space, each agent adapting its move-
ment on the basis of its own findings as well as the findings
of other agents. To this day, a great number of modifications
and improvements have been proposed for PSO, as both ele-
gance and capability of the method keep motivating researchers
to further investigate its features and advance its performance.
In an attempt to enhance the effectiveness of PSO by en-
abling the particles with some awareness of their own improve-
ment, we have previously proposed an enhancement of PSO
method with Personal Fitness Improvement Dependent Iner-
tia (PFIDI) which makes each particle’s movement conditioned
by its fitness improvement [3]. Although this being a fairly
fundamental modification of the PSO particle movement logic,
it neither undermines the elegance of PSO nor it betrays its
bio-inspired origins. The proposed PFIDI method, as imple-
mented in its most basic version called Languid PSO (LPSO),
was shown to yield predominantly better accuracy than standard
PSO, across a spectrum of various goal functions and method
parameter configurations.
The results presented in [3], however encouraging, possibly
remain inconclusive due to the fact that PFIDI-enabled LPSO
was tested only against standard PSO. Therefore, stronger ev-
idence of the PFIDI/LPSO capabilities would be obtained if
these effects were tested on several advanced PSO variants. In
light of this, the performance of a selection of PSO variants en-
hanced with inertia handling technique used in LPSO is demon-
strated in this article.
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2. Overview of PFIDI-related research
Although numerous advanced PSO variants exist which uti-
lize some additional information on particle fitness and/or a
kind of adaptive inertia technique, only those in which an in-
dividual particle’s movement logic is directly influenced by its
fitness and those which handle inertia in a particle-wise manner
are understood as closely related to the technique explored in
this article.
There are many PSO variants which track particles’ fitness
in order to use that information for local social attraction. One
of these is the method proposed in [4], which combines fitness
information with Euclidean distance so as to establish a neigh-
borhood and find its best particle for lbest PSO. However, for
this only a particle’s neighbors’ fitness is considered, while the
particle’s own fitness is not used for its own self-assessment.
A similar approach is the “Fitness-Distance-Ratio” method [5]
which finds a “neighborhood best” particle among a particle’s
spatially nearest neighbors, using a criterion of fitness-distance
ratio. However, techniques like these institute a certain depar-
ture from the original bio-inspired idea of PSO of using simply
behaving, dominantly autonomous particles, as well as often
come with a significant computational cost.
As for the adaptation of inertia, various methods have been
proposed, most of which understand inertia weight factor w as
a swarm-wise parameter, i.e. constant across the entire swarm
[6]. In the rare cases where particle-wise inertia weight adapta-
tion is employed, inertia weight w is usually calculated on the
basis of relative difference between the fitness of an individ-
ual particle and some characteristic fitness of its neighborhood,
such as the neighborhood best, average or worst fitness value
[7, 8, 9, 10]. The adaptation is conducted so that more inertia
is provided to particles with relatively bad positions and less
inertia to particles with relatively good positions. A different
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approach, yielding similar effect, is proposed in [11], where the
calculation of w is based on a fitness-based particle ranking.
The principal idea behind all these inertia weight adaptation
methods is that speeding up low-performing particles and slow-
ing down high-performing particles should improve the search
effectiveness of the entire swarm.
A different idea, partly related to the fitness improvement
based inertia adaptation, is implemented in the Inertia-Adaptive
PSO [12], where inertia factor w is adapted separately for each
particle, according to the distance between the particle in ques-
tion and its neighborhood’s historically best position. This tech-
nique ensures that the “diverging” particles are even more strongly
attracted towards neighborhood best and personal best posi-
tions. A somewhat similar method is used also in [13]. Here
a particle’s inertia weight factor value depends on its veloc-
ity vector and resultant attraction vector towards both personal
best and neighborhood best positions, with both directions and
magnitudes of the vectors taken into account. Effectively, in-
ertia weight factor of each particle depends on its velocity and
position, with respect to personal best and neighborhood best
positions.
The rate of personal fitness improvement has also been pro-
posed as a criterion for particle-wise adaptive inertia [14, 15].
In this technique, personal “evolution speed” is assessed, to-
gether with fitness-based “swarm aggregation degree”, so as to
be used to dynamically calculate inertia weight factor value.
Another approach, rather closely related to the idea of PFIDI,
is the inertia handling for multi-swarm PSO proposed in [16].
Here the inertia weight values are constant across each swarm,
but differrent between the swarms as they are dynamically up-
dated, depending on the number of particles in the swarm with
improving fitness. In effect, when the particles mostly improve,
the inertia of the entire swarm is amplified and vice versa, mak-
ing this a de facto swarm-wise version of fitness improvement
dependent inertia.
The inertia weight adaptation in [17] appears to be particu-
larly interesting for the research of PFIDI. This technique em-
ploys fitness based inertia control both on a global level and on a
local level (i.e. per-particle). In the local version (called Locally
Adaptive Inertia Weight) the inertia weight of each particle is
obtained as a difference between the fitness of its current per-
sonal best position and the fitness of the personal best position
of the previous iteration. Although the straightforwardness of
the technique makes it rather attractive, it also raises questions
of sensitivity to fitness value magnitude, which is certainly not
desirable, at least for general-purpose optimization methods.
3. Languid particle dynamics in standard PSO
3.1. Standard PSO
In standard PSO the particles move with a certain amount
of inertia through the search space, while being attracted to the
best position that they individually have found, and to the best
position found by any particle of their neighborhood.
For each individual particle of the PSO swarm, we keep
track of its position in the D-dimensional search space x =
(x1, x2, x3, ...xD), its historically best position p, its current ve-
locity v and historically best position of its neighboring parti-
cles g. After random initialization of positions x and velocities
v, a k-th particle moves by updating its velocity and position at
iteration t [18]:
v(t)k = vI
(t)
k + c1 · r1 ◦ (p(t−1)k − x(t−1)k )
+ c2 · r2 ◦ (g(t−1)k − x(t−1)k ) ,
(1)
x(t)k = x
(t−1)
k + v
(t)
k , (2)
where vI is inertial velocity, c1 and c2 are cognitive and social
PSO coefficients, respectively, while r1 and r2 are D-dimensional
vectors of random numbers in the range [0, 1]. Note that vector
multiplication in (1) is a Hadamard product.
In standard PSO, inertial velocity vI is defined as the par-
ticle’s velocity of the previous iteration, scaled with a weight
factor:
vI(t)k = w
(t) · v(t−1)k , (3)
with the purpose of the inertia weight w being to serve as a
control mechanism for swarm convergence. Since different op-
timization problems require different convergence dynamics,
many various methods have been proposed for dynamically chang-
ing or adapting inertia weight [6]. Still, inertia weight is often
used as a constant and then it is generally recommended to use
w = 0.7 ± 0.05 [19, 20].
Coefficients c1 and c2 are traditionally used as c1 = c2 =
2.0, but better understanding of their influence encourages the
use of lower values and problem-specific calibration [19, 20],
as well as changing them over iterations [21].
The version of PSO with each particle being informed by
the entire swarm is called ‘gbest PSO’, while the version with
each particle communicating only with a subset of the swarm is
called ‘lbest PSO’ [2]. In other words, a swarm may be entirely
connected in a single neighborhood or divided in many smaller
neighborhoods, with neighborhood topologies being purely index-
based, i.e. not related to search space locality. Many differ-
ent options have been proposed for the neighborhood topol-
ogy of the lbest PSO and no specific topology has been univer-
sally adopted as most beneficial in terms of overall PSO perfor-
mance. Standard PSO implementations mostly imply the use of
simple circular (‘ring’) topology [20] or random topology [22].
Note that, since standard PSO particles do not track their
fitness progress, they have no information on the fitness change
along their path. In the course of PSO research, a number of
techniques for using fitness improvement information for im-
proving the efficiency of the swarming process have been devel-
oped, albeit only a few of those consider particle’s own fitness
improvement in each particle’s movement logic. On the other
hand, although some authors have proposed particle-wise iner-
tia control, in standard PSO as well as in most other PSO vari-
ants inertia is considered to be global (i.e. constant across the
entire swarm). Based on utilizing particle-wise inertia control
for resolving personal fitness improvement dependent particle
movement, the PFIDI approach and the LPSO method [3] were
proposed.
2
3.2. Languid particle dynamics
In an attempt to enhance PSO performance a PFIDI tech-
nique is proposed in which each particle tracks its fitness evo-
lution and then uses this information in its movement decision-
making process. One possible technique for this is using fitness
improvement as a prerequisite for particle inertia. As probably
the simplest method for this, a basic switch-like condition on
inertia term 3 of each individual particle [3] is used:
vI(t)k =
(w(t) + 0.05) · v(t−1)k when f (x(t−1)k ) < f (x(t−2)k )0 otherwise , (4)
where f is the fitness function. This means that the k-th particle
has inertia only as long as it keeps advancing in a direction
of better fitness (the formulation (4) assumes a minimization
problem).
Behaving in this manner, a particle disregards its previous
direction if it failed to take it to a better location. Since such
particle behavior implies a certain lack of enthusiasm, the ad-
jective ‘languid’ was adopted as a designator of this type of
particle movement dynamics. Respectively, standard PSO en-
abled with languid particle dynamics (LPD) is named Languid
PSO (LPSO).
Note that (4) employs a correction of +0.05 for inertia weight
when inertia is not disabled. This represents a modification
of the original inertia handling technique of Languid PSO [3],
which used no such correction. Since the originally proposed
inertia switching technique reduces the overall velocity of the
swarm, it would be reasonable to expect that the method would
benefit from compensation in the form of increased inertia weight.
This was also indicated by the results of the benchmark testing
given in previous research [3], thus the aforementioned amplifi-
cation coefficient was introduced in order to address this issue.
The pseudo-code of standard PSO enhanced with languid
particle dynamics is given in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Standard PSO with languid particle dynamics
1: for particle k = 1 to n do
2: number of evaluations eval = 0
3: iteration t = 0
4: initialize particle position x(t)k and velocity v
(t)
k
5: initialize neighborhood topology
6: evaluate fitness f (x(t)k ), eval = eval + 1
7: find personal and neighborhood best: p(t)k , g
(t)
k
8: end for
9: while eval < evalmax do
10: iteration t = t + 1
11: for particle k = 1 to n do
12: if f (x(t−1)k ) < f (x
(t−2)
k ) or t < 2 then . Eq. (4)
13: vI(t)k = (w
(t) + 0.05) · v(t−1)k
14: else
15: vI(t)k = 0
16: end if
17: calculate new velocity v(t)k . Eq. (1)
18: calculate new position x(t)k . Eq. (2)
19: evaluate fitness f (x(t)k ), eval = eval + 1
20: find personal and neighborhood best: p(t)k , g
(t)
k
21: end for
22: if f (t)best > f
(t+1)
best and lbest then
23: reinitialize neighborhood topology
24: end if
25: end while
4. Selected PSO variants
In order to thoroughly test the effects of LPD (i.e. LPSO
inertia switching technique), a selection of PSO variants was
used. For each variant a sub-variant enabled with LPD was
implemented and then had its performance compared with the
pure variant. The PSO variants used are:
• Linearly Decreasing Inertia Weight PSO (LDIW-PSO)
• Time Varying Acceleration Coefficients PSO (TVAC-PSO)
• Chaotic PSO (C-PSO)
• Dynamic Multiswarm PSO (DMS-PSO)
• Comprehensive Learning PSO (CL-PSO).
The above variants not only are some of the most popular
in PSO research and applications, but also employ various in-
teresting PSO advancement techniques. As such, these variants
make a good assortment of PSO modifications for testing the
compatibility of LPD with other PSO enhancement techniques.
4.1. Linearly Decreasing Inertia Weight PSO (LDIW-PSO)
Linearly Decreasing Inertia Weight PSO (LDIW-PSO) was
introduced in [23] as an improvement over standard PSO which
uses constant inertia weight factor. In LDIW-PSO intertia weight
factor w is linearly decreasing with every iteration from its max-
imum value to its minimum value, which are both defined at the
begining of the optimization. This way the method gradually
transitions from global to local search.
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Due to its beneficient effects on PSO accuracy and conver-
gence, LDIW technique has become widely used, both in PSO
research and application.
Particle positions and velocities at iteration t are updated as
given in (1) and (2), with inertia weight factor used in (3) being
updated at every iteration as follows:
w(t) = wmin + (wmax − wmin) ttmax (5)
where wmin is the minimum value of interia weight factor, wmax
is the maximum value of intertia weight factor, t is the current
iteration for which w is calculated, and tmax is the maximum
number of allowed iterations (corresponding to maximum al-
lowed function evaluations evalmax).
In this research wmin = 0.4 and wmax = w0 + 0.2 were used,
with w0 values for calculating wmax being taken from a range of
inertia weight factor values (Tables 1 and 3). Varying of wmax
in this manner allows for fine-tuning of the upper limit of the
linearly decreasing inertia.
4.2. Time Varying Acceleration Coefficients PSO (TVAC-PSO)
Time varying acceleration coefficients PSO (TVAC-PSO)
[21] is a PSO variant which uses linearly changing PSO co-
efficients c1 and c2, contrary to the standard PSO where coeffi-
cients c1 and c2 are used as constant values. Coefficients c1 and
c2 calculated by:
c(t)1 = c1i + (c1 f − c1i )
t
tmax
(6)
c(t)2 = c2i + (c2 f − c2i )
t
tmax
(7)
where c1i , c1 f , c2i and c2 f represent initial and final values of
coefficients c1 and c2 which are linearly increasing/decreasing
over iterations of the PSO swarming process.
In the TVAC-PSO implementation used for this research c1
is decreasing from c1i = 2.5 to c1 f = 0.5 while c2 is increasing
from c2i = 0.5 to c2 f = 2.5, as recommended by the authors of
the method. This approach encourages a wide global search in
the early part of optimization and a detailed local search in the
later phase of the optimization process, facilitating an efficient
convergence to a global optimum.
TVAC-PSO also features linearly decrasing inertia weight
factor, as given in (5), coupled with standard PSO velocity (1)
and position updating (2).
The efficiency of TVAC-PSO, coupled with the reduced num-
ber of method parameters it provides, makes it a very attractive
PSO variant and as such it was included in this research.
4.3. Chaotic PSO (C-PSO)
Chaotic PSO (C-PSO) was introduced in [8] and it has be-
come one of the most popular PSO variants, used on a variety
of optimization problems.
In contrast to the standard PSO, C-PSO employs an addi-
tional secondary search called chaotic local search (CLS). So
as to further improve the fitness of the best particle, CLS is
used for exploring its vicinity after each PSO iteration.
In the C-PSO implementation used in this study, linearly de-
creasing inertia weight factor mechanism (5) was used, together
with standard PSO velocity (1) and position updating (2).
After each PSO iteration, the C-PSO algorithm reserves the
top n/5 of all particles sorted by fitness, where n is the total
number of particles. CLS is performed on the best particle of
the entire swarm (g), while the other 4n/5 particles are ran-
domly generated (reinitialized).
In order to use the chaotic logistic map needed for CLS, op-
timization variables must be mapped to chaotic variables since
they must be in a predefined range. Hence for each x ∈ g the
optimization variables x ∈ (xmin, xmax) (with xmin and xmax being
their lower and upper bounds) are converted to chaotic variables
ξ(0) ∈ 〈0, 1〉 by:
ξ(0) =
x − xmin
xmax − xmin . (8)
After this conversion, CLS is performed by iterating on the
logistic map defined as:
ξ(i+1) = µ · ξ(i)(1 − ξ(i)) (9)
where i ∈ {0, 1, ..., 9} is the iteration number of the CLS. Start-
ing value ξ(0) < {0.25, 0.5, 0.75} and the choice of µ = 4 ensure
chaotic behavior of the equation. After each CLS iteration, a
newly discovered position needs to be mapped back to the orig-
inal search space:
x = xmin + ξ(i+1)(xmax − xmin) (10)
and the new solution gCLS = (x1, x2, x3, ...xD) is evaluated. If
f (gCLS ) < f (g), the gCLS position is adopted as new g, other-
wise the CLS loop (9) is continued until the maximum number
of CLS iterations has been reached (i < 10).
Implemented in this manner, chaotic local search serves as
an effective enhancement of the PSO method.
4.4. Dynamic Multiswarm PSO (DMS-PSO)
Dynamic multiswarm PSO (DMS-PSO) [24] represents a
certain radicalization of the lbest PSO idea. In DMS-PSO the
swarm is divided into several subswarms, i.e. neighborhoods
of fully connected particles with no connections between the
neighborhoods. During the optimization process the subswarms
are dynamically reorganized so as to avoid premature conver-
gence.
In the DMS-PSO implementation used for this research,
each subswarm consists of max(5, n/10) randomly chosen par-
ticles, so as to avoid miniscule subswarms, while allowing for
linear subswarm division for larger swarm size n. Furthermore,
the used DMS-PSO implementation does not use fixed or ran-
dom regrouping periods as originally proposed in [24], but re-
groups the subswarms at every iteration at which the entire
swarm failed to improve its best position.
DMS-PSO employs a very logical technique for handling
PSO topology, which in turn shows good performance, while
still allowing for possible improvements via advanced inertia
handling such as PFIDI.
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4.5. Comprehensive Learning PSO (CL-PSO)
CL-PSO [25] improves the efficiency of PSO by removing
the need for using globally best position g in the velocity up-
date equation (1). This is acheived by performing the velocity
update as:
v(t)k = vI
(t)
k + c · rk ◦ (q(t−1)k − x(t−1)k ) (11)
where c is the method coefficient, and q denotes the k-th parti-
cle’s “exemplar” position.
The “exemplar” positions qk = (qk,1, qk,2, ..., qk,D) are ob-
tained as an assortment of own and other particles’ personal
best values p, as:
qk,d =
pl,d for r < Pkpk,d otherwise , for d = 1, 2, ...,D. (12)
Here r is a randomly generated number r ∈ [0, 1] and Pk is the
learning probability for the k-th particle, calculated by use of
the following formula:
Pk = 0.05 + 0.45
e
10(k−1)
n−1 − 1
e10 − 1 . (13)
Each “exemplar” particle, denoted by l in (12), is selected by
tournament selection with tournament size being equal to two.
If it happens that all “exemplars” of a particle are its own
(i.e. qk = pk), a variable d is chosen randomly from {1, 2, ...,D}
and the qk,d = pl,d is applied with l determined by size-2 tour-
nament selection.
Regarding inertia handling, CL-PSO also uses linearly de-
creasing inertia weight, as per (5).
5. Benchmark testing
For each of the selected PSO variants the performance of
a pure variant was compared with the performance of the lan-
guid version of the variant. This was executed by use of an
extensive benchmark testing program, based on the CEC 2014
test. CEC 2014 test was designed for benchmarking of real-
parameter single objective optimization algorithms and com-
prises 30 test functions, most of which have randomly shifted
global optima, while all are randomly rotated (see [26] for de-
tails). The test consists of:
• unimodal functions (F1, F2, and F3)
• shifted multimodal functions (F4, F5, ..., F16)
• hybrid functions based on unimodal functions and shifted
multimodal functions (F17, F18, ..., F22)
• composition functions based on unimodal functions, shifted
multimodal functions and hybrid functions (F23, F24, ...,
F30).
There are sufficient arguments for using CEC 2014 test for
the testing of the effects of LPD on PSO. Firstly, CEC 2014 test
was not designed specifically for the purpose of testing the ef-
fects of LPD, PFIDI, nor PSO in general, hence no inherent bias
towards the tested methods and techniques is to be expected.
Secondly, the extent of CEC 2014 test should provide strong
evidence on the existence of any benefits of LPD for PSO accu-
racy.
The experimental tests were conducted on three search space
dimensionalities, namely D ∈ {10, 20, 50}.
In order to minimize any risks of software bugs, the selected
PSO variants were implemented as modifications of the ‘stan-
dard PSO’ code [22, 27], which was modified only as much as
was necessary for implementing the used variants.
In the variants which allow for a lbest version, random topol-
ogy was applied and neighborhood radius K = 3 was used
(meaning that each particle has a neighborhood of K other ran-
domly chosen particles). Furthermore, in all variants which
allowed for this, best-of-swarm fitness value was checked at
every iteration and neighborhood randomization was triggered
whenever best-of-swarm fitness value failes to improve (as im-
plemented in [22]).
5.1. Preliminary testing of languid particle dynamics effects on
selected PSO variants
As a first phase of the benchmark testing, the overall effects
of the implementation of LPD on the used PSO variants were
assessed.
Considering that swarm size n, PSO coefficients w0 and c
(where c = c1 = c2), as well as the choice between gbest and
lbest PSO realistically need to be treated as problem-specific, it
was decided to use the best performing method parameters for
standard PSO on CEC 2014 test functions, as they were deter-
mined in previous research [3]. Table 1 gives these parameters
for the three search space dimensionalities. It should be noted
that these parameters were used as the tested PSO variants al-
lowed, i.e. w0 values were used for linearly decreasing inertia
weight as explained in subsection 4.1, listed c values were not
used for TVAC-PSO and gbest/lbest versions were not used for
CL-PSO and DMS-PSO.
Although the parameters given in Table 1 are optimal for
standard PSO and not necessarily also for the PSO variants used
in this article, it is reasonable to believe that they are at least
near-optimal for some of the used PSO variants. In light of this,
it was only sensible to use them in this research, while admitting
that the usage of best performing parameters is not fundamental
for testing the effects of LPD.
For comparing the accuracy of the selected PSO variants
with the accuracy of their respective sub-variants enabled with
LPD, best-of-swarm fitness errors ε were used, computed with
104D function evaluations (as proposed by the CEC 2014 test
[26]):
ε = fbest − f ? . (14)
Here fbest stands for final best-of-swarm fitness value, averaged
across 1000 computational runs, while f ? stands for known
global minimum of goal function f .
Furthermore, so as to provide a relative comparison of the
selected methods’ performance, a dimensionless rating α is used
[3]:
α =
εX − εXL
1
2 (εX + εXL )
, (15)
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Table 1: Best performing PSO parameters [3]
Function D = 10 D = 20 D = 50n w0 c version n w0 c version n w0 c version
F1 30 0.65 1.00 gbest 40 0.80 0.75 gbest 30 0.70 1.00 lbest
F2 100 0.75 0.50 lbest 20 0.50 1.25 lbest 100 0.80 0.75 lbest
F3 80 0.60 1.00 gbest 60 0.65 1.00 gbest 30 0.65 0.75 lbest
F4 10 0.70 1.25 gbest 30 0.85 0.75 gbest 120 0.55 1.25 gbest
F5 25 0.50 1.00 lbest 30 0.55 1.00 gbest 60 0.50 1.25 gbest
F6 60 0.60 1.00 lbest 120 0.65 1.00 lbest 170 0.55 1.25 lbest
F7 80 0.55 0.75 lbest 120 0.65 1.00 lbest 80 0.60 1.25 lbest
F8 40 0.55 1.25 lbest 60 0.55 1.25 lbest 120 0.50 1.25 lbest
F9 40 0.60 1.00 lbest 60 0.70 0.75 lbest 60 0.50 1.25 lbest
F10 20 0.55 1.50 lbest 120 0.55 1.75 gbest 200 0.60 1.75 gbest
F11 30 0.65 0.75 lbest 120 0.60 1.75 gbest 200 0.75 1.25 gbest
F12 25 0.60 1.50 gbest 80 0.50 1.75 gbest 60 0.50 1.75 gbest
F13 100 0.50 1.00 lbest 120 0.55 1.00 lbest 200 0.50 1.25 lbest
F14 100 0.50 1.50 lbest 140 0.60 1.00 lbest 200 0.55 1.25 lbest
F15 100 0.60 1.25 gbest 100 0.65 1.50 gbest 200 0.60 1.50 gbest
F16 25 0.85 0.50 lbest 25 0.65 1.75 gbest 200 0.85 0.50 gbest
F17 30 0.80 0.50 gbest 50 0.85 0.50 gbest 40 0.80 0.50 lbest
F18 100 0.50 1.25 lbest 40 0.70 0.75 lbest 200 0.75 0.75 lbest
F19 60 0.55 1.00 lbest 100 0.75 0.75 lbest 60 0.70 1.25 gbest
F20 100 0.55 1.25 lbest 60 0.65 1.00 lbest 30 0.80 0.75 lbest
F21 30 0.70 1.25 lbest 120 0.65 1.00 lbest 30 0.80 0.50 lbest
F22 30 0.55 1.50 lbest 60 0.60 1.00 lbest 80 0.70 0.75 lbest
F23 40 0.50 1.00 gbest 40 0.50 1.25 lbest 100 0.50 1.00 lbest
F24 60 0.70 0.75 lbest 140 0.60 1.00 lbest 200 0.85 0.50 lbest
F25 25 0.90 0.50 lbest 140 0.70 0.50 lbest 170 0.80 0.50 lbest
F26 80 0.55 0.75 lbest 140 0.50 1.00 lbest 200 0.75 1.25 lbest
F27 100 0.85 1.25 lbest 140 0.65 1.00 lbest 200 0.55 1.25 lbest
F28 100 0.85 0.75 lbest 120 0.65 1.25 lbest 140 0.50 1.50 lbest
F29 100 0.55 0.50 lbest 120 0.50 1.25 lbest 120 0.50 0.75 lbest
F30 40 0.50 1.75 lbest 30 0.75 0.75 lbest 100 0.80 0.75 lbest
where εX and εXL represent ε values for a specific pure PSO
variant X ∈ { LDIW-PSO, TVAC-PSO, C-PSO, DMS-PSO,
CL-PSO} and its corresponding languid variant XL ∈ {L-LDIW-
PSO, L-TVAC-PSO, L-C-PSO, L-DMS-PSO, L-CL-PSO}. A
measure of this kind is easy to perceive (α > 0 means that lan-
guid variant performed better than pure variant and vice versa)
and may reasonably be averaged across test functions and then
used as a bulk value representing overall method score, while
its values stay confined to the interval [−2, 2] with εXL = εX
yielding α = 0. Note that the definition of (15) is extended so
that α = 0 for εXL = εX=0.
The results of the prelimary testing of the effects of LPD on
selected PSO variants for D ∈ {10, 20, 50} are given in Table
2. Here αavg represents the average α-value, obtained across all
test functions f ∈ {F1,F2, ...,F30} for a selected PSO variant
X and Nα+ represents the number of test functions with α > 0,
i.e. the number of functions on which the languid variant XL
outperformed the corresponding pure variant X.
The results given in Table 2 allow for several points. First
of all, positive values of α for all variants except TVAC-PSO in-
dicate that selected PSO variants, if not PSO in general, benefit
from the implementation of LPD; this also corroborates pre-
vious research [3]. Moreover, for some of the variants (LDIW-
PSO and CL-PSO) the improvement in method accuracy is quite
strong. On the other hand, even for the variants whose overall
accuracy experienced smaller improvement (C-PSO and DMS-
PSO) or even a deterioration (TVAC-PSO), a benefit is still vis-
ible for a considerable number of test functions (note in Table
2 that Nα+ ≥ 14, except for TVAC-PSO where Nα+ ≥ 8). This
means that there exists a rather wide class of optimization prob-
lems for which it is reasonable to expect that the employement
of languid particle dynamics will produce an improvement in
PSO accuracy.
It may be also interesting to note that the usefulness of LPD
mostly increases with the rising of search space dimensionality,
indicating that PFIDI techniques may especially be useful for
optimization problems with large number of variables.
5.2. Detailed testing of TVAC-PSO and CL-PSO
Keeping in mind that PSO parameters should best be under-
stood as problem-related, in order to conduct a comprehensive
analysis of the effects of LPD a PSO parameter space explo-
ration procedure was conducted. However, due to substantial
computing resources needed for such procedure, only a subse-
lection of the variants used in the preliminary test was included
in the detailed testing. In an attempt to ‘encompass’ the pre-
liminary test results (Table 2), TVAC-PSO and CL-PSO were
chosen because they have shown to gain the least (in the former
case) and the most (in the latter case) from introducing LPD.
In the detailed testing, the chosen variants’ performance
was tested again on the previously used test functions, although
now on a range of PSO parameter combinations. By remov-
ing the possibly crucial problem of PSO parameter tuning, it
is possible to assess the performance of each variant in a more
rigorous manner. Detailed testing was performed on all combi-
nations of parameters defined by discrete values of swarm size
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Table 2: Preliminary results of testing languid particle dynamics
Variant D = 10 D = 20 D = 50
αavg Nα+ αavg Nα+ αavg Nα+
LDIW-PSO 0.087 15 0.136 17 0.143 21
TVAC-PSO -0.138 8 -0.073 8 -0.109 13
C-PSO 0.061 14 0.030 17 0.189 22
DMS-PSO 0.096 18 0.060 17 0.125 19
CL-PSO 0.173 26 0.314 29 0.382 29
n, inertia weight w0 and PSO coefficient c (where c = c1 = c2),
on both gbest and lbest versions of the PSO method (Table 3).
Note that c is varied only for CL-PSO and PSO version (topol-
ogy) is only varied for TVAC-PSO.
Given values of method parameters produce a total of 220
and 770 combinations for TVAC-PSO and CL-PSO respectively,
all of which were tested on the 30 CEC 2014 test functions, and
for the three search space dimensionalities D ∈ {10, 20, 50}.
For each combination of given parameter values, the optimiza-
tion result was obtained across 100 computational runs, for both
pure TVAC-PSO and CL-PSO variants and the corresponding
L-TVAC-PSO and L-CL-PSO variants. (Although CEC 2014
test [26] proposes using 51 computational runs, authors be-
lieve that using 100 computational runs considerably stabilizes
the results and makes them significantly more reliable.) On
the whole a total of 5.94 million optimization runs per search
space dimensionality were executed, making the detailed test-
ing phase of the benchmark testing a considerably large com-
putational effort.
So as to provide some initial statistical overview of the ef-
fects of LPD on the accuracy of the tested PSO variants, his-
tograms of final α-values (i.e. α-values obtained after the last it-
eration of the optimization process) are given in Figure 1. These
histograms are a representation of the aggregated results of the
computations obtained with all used parameter combinations
and all test functions.
The histograms in Figure 1 clearly show that implement-
ing LPD in TVAC-PSO and CL-PSO produces measurable im-
provements in overall method accuracy. As expected on the
basis of the preliminary phase of benchmark testing (Section
5.1), L-CL-PSO yields much stronger improvements over pure
CL-PSO than does L-TVAC-PSO over pure TVAC-PSO. Never-
theless, considering the negative preliminary results of TVAC-
PSO, it is particulary important that it also demonstrated some
improvement in accuracy in the detailed testing. Furthermore,
the benefits for accuracy due to LPD consistently increase with
rising search space dimensionality, for both variants.
It may be also interesting to note that for some of the method
parameter configurations LPD produced dramatic improvements
in method accuracy, which is evident by the manifestation of
upticks in rightmost bin of the histograms in Figure 1. Most
probably this means that for both PSO variants some specific
parameter configurations exist which would normally produce
very weak results, and the implementation of LPD serves as a
‘fix’ for some of these situations. Considering that fine-tuning
optimization methods in real-world optimization problems is
rarely feasible, any modification that reduces the optimization
method’s sensitivity to its parameters is generally useful.
As a next step in the testing procedure, from the 220 and 770
method parameter combinations used for the detailed bench-
mark testing of TVAC-PSO and CL-PSO, for each of the used
test functions and dimensionalities the best-performing method
setups of the pure variant and the corresponding “languid” vari-
ant were extracted and their results compared.
In other words, the selected PSO variants and their LPD
modifications were fine-tuned in order to compare their perfor-
mance, eliminating the question of used method parameters ad-
equacy for each test function or dimensionality.
The comparison of the most accurate TVAC-PSO result against
the most accurate L-TVAC-PSO results, for each of the dime-
nalities D ∈ {10, 20, 50} was given in Tables 4, 5, and 6. Subse-
quently, the most accurate CL-PSO results was compared with
the most accurate L-CL-PSO results in Tables 7, 8, and 9.
Furthermore, statistical analysis of the differences between
the best results of variant X ∈ {TVAC-PSO, CL-PSO} and best
results of the corresponding “languid” variant XL ∈ {L-TVAC-
PSO, L-CL-PSO} was conducted for each test function, on ev-
ery D ∈ {10, 20, 50}. The differences of each of the two cor-
responding pairs of samples (best X versus best XL) compris-
ing 100 computational runs were checked for statistical signifi-
cance. If normality of both samples’ distribution was confirmed
(via Shapiro-Wilk test), the p-values were obtained by use of
one-sided two-sample t-test, otherwise Wilcoxon rank-sum test
was used for test functions with non-normal distributions. In
the few instances where X and XL produced exactly equal re-
sults no p-value is given.
The obtained p-values are also displayed in Tables 4-9, where
H1 = X stands for the hypothesis εX < εXL , and H1 = XL stands
for the hypothesis εXL < εX . The p-values printed in boldface
belong to the cases for which the difference between the accu-
racy of the two compared PSO variants was statistically signif-
icant (p < 0.05), i.e. the H1 hypothesis was proven.
The results given in Tables 4-9 may provide some insight
into the type of fitness functions which are particularly suitable
or not suitable for LPD. With only statistically significant cases
taken into account, it may be noted that L-TVAC-PSO seems
to be especially successful on test functions F8-F13 and F16.
As for L-CL-PSO, it appears to produce best results on a wider
range of test functions, namely: F1, F4, F8, F10-F12, F15, F16,
F18, F19, F22, F25, F27 and F29. This indicates that LPD
may be most favorable for shifted multimodal functions (F4-
F16). When implemented in CL-PSO it may also be well-suited
for various hybrid or composite types of functions, as well as
some simple unimodal functions (e.g. F1, which is an elliptic
paraboloid).
A summary of the results of the detailed testing of TVAC-
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Table 3: Method parameters for detailed benchmark testing
n
10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50, 60, 80, 100 (for D = 10)
20, 25, 30, 40, 50, 60, 80, 100, 120, 140 (for D = 20)
30, 40, 50, 60, 80, 100, 120, 140, 170, 200 (for D = 50)
w0 0.50, 0.55, 0.60, ..., 0.95, 1.00
c (CL-PSO) 0.50, 0.75, 1.00, 1.25, 1.50, 1.75, 2.00
version (TVAC-PSO) gbest, lbest
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Figure 1: Histograms of final α-values for the detailed testing of TVAC-PSO and CL-PSO
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Table 4: Best TVAC-PSO result versus best L-TVAC-PSO results, D = 10
Fun. TVAC-PSO (X) L-TVAC-PSO (XL) H1 pn w0 Variant ε n w0 Variant ε
F1 30 0.50 gbest 1.3184 × 103 20 0.75 gbest 1.3816 × 103 X 0.409†
F2 100 0.50 lbest 5.4393 × 102 100 0.50 lbest 5.6891 × 102 X 0.410†
F3 100 0.50 gbest 3.8649 × 101 100 0.60 gbest 1.4527 × 102 X < 0.001†
F4 20 0.50 lbest 2.0846 × 101 10 0.50 gbest 1.9516 × 101 XL 0.199†
F5 50 0.50 gbest 1.8291 × 101 60 0.50 lbest 1.7779 × 101 XL 0.025†
F6 - - - 0.0000 × 100 - - - 0.0000 × 100 tie -
F7 100 0.50 lbest 8.1790 × 10−3 100 0.50 lbest 1.0680 × 10−2 X 0.048†
F8 100 0.50 gbest 1.6019 × 100 80 0.55 gbest 7.5618 × 10−1 XL < 0.001†
F9 60 0.50 lbest 4.4649 × 100 80 0.55 lbest 4.0350 × 100 XL 0.021†
F10 100 0.60 gbest 5.7131 × 101 50 0.60 gbest 5.3792 × 101 XL 0.170†
F11 100 0.55 gbest 2.4524 × 102 100 0.50 gbest 2.1376 × 102 XL 0.087†
F12 80 0.55 gbest 1.3503 × 10−1 80 0.50 gbest 1.3396 × 10−1 XL 0.441†
F13 60 0.50 lbest 4.4080 × 10−2 100 0.50 lbest 4.7550 × 10−2 X 0.175†
F14 15 0.55 lbest 9.5050 × 10−2 40 0.55 lbest 1.0266 × 10−1 X 0.136†
F15 60 0.50 gbest 7.3838 × 10−1 50 0.50 gbest 7.4185 × 10−1 X 0.382†
F16 100 0.60 gbest 1.8872 × 100 30 0.55 lbest 1.7751 × 100 XL 0.045∗
F17 60 0.50 lbest 1.0864 × 103 40 0.50 lbest 1.1820 × 103 X 0.332†
F18 100 0.80 lbest 3.7868 × 102 100 1.00 lbest 9.4959 × 102 X < 0.001†
F19 30 0.50 lbest 5.2775 × 10−1 30 0.55 lbest 6.7133 × 10−1 X 0.035†
F20 100 0.70 gbest 5.9247 × 101 80 0.95 gbest 1.8969 × 102 X < 0.001†
F21 20 0.60 lbest 7.3070 × 101 80 0.55 gbest 7.8336 × 101 X 0.385†
F22 50 0.55 lbest 1.2958 × 101 25 0.50 lbest 1.3149 × 101 X 0.343†
F23 100 0.75 gbest 3.2616 × 102 100 0.90 lbest 3.2301 × 102 XL 0.500†
F24 100 0.50 lbest 1.0851 × 102 100 0.50 lbest 1.0843 × 102 XL 0.454†
F25 100 0.55 lbest 1.2759 × 102 100 0.60 lbest 1.2748 × 102 XL 0.267†
F26 80 0.50 lbest 1.0005 × 102 100 0.50 lbest 1.0005 × 102 XL 0.371†
F27 100 0.90 lbest 6.8430 × 100 100 0.70 lbest 4.9520 × 101 X 0.143†
F28 100 0.50 lbest 3.6980 × 102 100 0.50 lbest 3.7067 × 102 X 0.038†
F29 100 0.65 gbest 4.2528 × 102 80 0.55 gbest 4.2032 × 102 XL 0.485†
F30 100 0.80 lbest 4.7887 × 102 100 0.90 lbest 4.8463 × 102 X 0.015†
∗ t-test
† Wilcoxon rank-sum test
Table 5: Best TVAC-PSO result versus best L-TVAC-PSO results, D = 20
Fun. TVAC-PSO (X) L-TVAC-PSO (XL) H1 pn w0 Variant ε n w0 Variant ε
F1 20 0.50 lbest 5.7376 × 103 25 0.55 gbest 6.5384 × 103 X 0.322†
F2 - - - 0.0000 × 100 - - - 0.0000 × 100 tie -
F3 100 0.50 gbest 1.9844 × 101 100 0.55 gbest 8.0261 × 101 X < 0.001†
F4 40 0.50 lbest 1.2238 × 10−1 30 0.50 lbest 4.3322 × 10−1 X < 0.001†
F5 60 0.50 gbest 2.0006 × 101 50 0.50 gbest 2.0008 × 101 X 0.317†
F6 - - - 0.0000 × 100 - - - 0.0000 × 100 tie -
F7 140 0.55 lbest 3.4080 × 10−3 140 0.50 lbest 3.5810 × 10−3 X 0.426†
F8 120 0.55 gbest 9.0772 × 100 140 0.55 gbest 6.4076 × 100 XL < 0.001†
F9 80 0.50 lbest 1.5059 × 101 140 0.60 gbest 1.2676 × 101 XL < 0.001†
F10 80 0.60 gbest 2.5089 × 102 100 0.60 gbest 2.0560 × 102 XL 0.005†
F11 120 0.55 gbest 5.0018 × 102 120 0.50 gbest 4.2800 × 102 XL 0.011†
F12 80 0.50 gbest 4.7250 × 10−2 120 0.70 gbest 3.5890 × 10−2 XL < 0.001†
F13 100 0.50 lbest 1.1818 × 10−1 120 0.50 lbest 1.0105 × 10−1 XL < 0.001∗
F14 140 0.60 lbest 1.8996 × 10−1 120 0.55 lbest 2.0850 × 10−1 X < 0.001∗
F15 120 0.55 gbest 1.9133 × 100 120 0.50 gbest 1.7464 × 100 XL 0.030†
F16 60 0.55 gbest 5.0056 × 100 50 0.80 gbest 4.6811 × 100 XL 0.001∗
F17 20 0.50 gbest 1.9427 × 104 20 0.50 gbest 2.3047 × 104 X 0.043†
F18 100 0.65 lbest 5.1724 × 103 140 0.60 lbest 5.7020 × 103 X 0.040†
F19 140 0.50 lbest 2.2182 × 100 80 0.50 lbest 2.3556 × 100 X 0.007∗
F20 140 0.65 gbest 1.7822 × 102 100 0.80 gbest 2.8088 × 102 X < 0.001†
F21 20 0.55 gbest 2.5059 × 103 20 0.50 gbest 3.6653 × 103 X < 0.001†
F22 60 0.65 lbest 3.4349 × 101 50 0.70 lbest 3.4932 × 101 X 0.209†
F23 - - - 3.3006 × 102 - - - 3.3006 × 102 tie -
F24 100 0.50 lbest 2.1018 × 102 120 0.50 lbest 2.1022 × 102 X 0.349†
F25 140 0.50 lbest 2.0110 × 102 120 0.95 lbest 2.0413 × 102 X < 0.001†
F26 140 0.50 lbest 1.0012 × 102 140 0.50 lbest 1.0012 × 102 X 0.425†
F27 120 0.55 lbest 3.1851 × 102 120 0.55 lbest 3.1639 × 102 XL 0.288†
F28 100 1.00 lbest 6.3724 × 102 140 0.50 lbest 6.4794 × 102 X 0.159†
F29 140 0.50 lbest 3.4475 × 102 140 0.50 lbest 3.5464 × 102 X < 0.001†
F30 25 0.50 lbest 9.5986 × 102 50 0.50 lbest 9.0189 × 102 XL 0.015†
∗ t-test
† Wilcoxon rank-sum test
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Table 6: Best TVAC-PSO result versus best L-TVAC-PSO results, D = 50
Fun. TVAC-PSO (X) L-TVAC-PSO (XL) H1 pn w0 Variant ε n w0 Variant ε
F1 30 0.50 lbest 5.1583 × 105 30 0.60 gbest 6.1954 × 105 X 0.025†
F2 170 0.55 lbest 3.1003 × 103 140 0.50 lbest 2.8774 × 103 XL 0.171†
F3 100 0.65 gbest 5.4693 × 102 200 0.55 gbest 1.2044 × 103 X < 0.001†
F4 50 0.55 lbest 4.9133 × 101 30 0.50 lbest 6.4531 × 101 X 0.005†
F5 200 0.50 gbest 2.0277 × 101 140 0.50 gbest 2.0318 × 101 X 0.286†
F6 170 0.55 lbest 6.3109 × 100 200 0.55 lbest 4.8182 × 100 XL < 0.001∗
F7 140 0.80 lbest 3.8570 × 10−3 100 0.85 lbest 3.7090 × 10−3 XL 0.097†
F8 200 0.60 gbest 6.0840 × 101 170 0.60 gbest 3.9158 × 101 XL < 0.001∗
F9 120 0.60 lbest 9.0608 × 101 80 0.65 lbest 7.1843 × 101 XL < 0.001†
F10 200 0.55 gbest 2.1444 × 103 120 0.55 gbest 1.2998 × 103 XL < 0.001∗
F11 120 0.50 gbest 5.5401 × 103 120 0.55 gbest 5.2657 × 103 XL 0.008†
F12 140 0.50 gbest 6.6523 × 10−1 200 0.50 gbest 5.8612 × 10−1 XL 0.014†
F13 200 0.50 lbest 3.2523 × 10−1 200 0.50 lbest 2.7795 × 10−1 XL < 0.001∗
F14 200 0.55 lbest 2.5466 × 10−1 100 0.50 lbest 2.6835 × 10−1 X < 0.001†
F15 200 0.65 gbest 1.5266 × 101 200 0.55 gbest 9.4929 × 100 XL < 0.001†
F16 80 0.50 gbest 1.9536 × 101 50 0.60 gbest 1.9478 × 101 XL 0.315∗
F17 30 0.50 lbest 6.3625 × 104 30 0.50 lbest 7.5056 × 104 X 0.001†
F18 200 0.65 lbest 5.2746 × 102 200 0.65 lbest 3.0515 × 102 XL < 0.001†
F19 120 0.65 gbest 1.6152 × 101 120 0.55 gbest 1.4257 × 101 XL < 0.001†
F20 170 0.50 gbest 5.6243 × 102 140 0.70 gbest 7.1611 × 102 X < 0.001†
F21 60 0.50 gbest 5.1004 × 104 50 0.50 gbest 4.5261 × 104 XL 0.297†
F22 120 0.50 lbest 5.1589 × 102 170 0.50 lbest 4.8049 × 102 XL 0.032∗
F23 - - - 3.4400 × 102 - - - 3.4400 × 102 tie -
F24 200 0.50 lbest 2.6305 × 102 120 0.50 lbest 2.6406 × 102 X 0.143†
F25 200 0.50 lbest 2.0204 × 102 60 0.75 gbest 2.0950 × 102 X < 0.001†
F26 200 0.60 lbest 1.0030 × 102 170 0.60 lbest 1.0031 × 102 X 0.030∗
F27 200 0.60 lbest 5.0050 × 102 200 0.55 lbest 4.9031 × 102 XL 0.078∗
F28 200 0.60 lbest 1.1603 × 103 200 0.60 lbest 1.1378 × 103 XL < 0.001∗
F29 200 0.50 gbest 3.1445 × 106 140 0.50 gbest 6.6487 × 106 X 0.031†
F30 170 0.85 lbest 8.7158 × 103 140 0.95 lbest 8.6177 × 103 XL 0.226†
∗ t-test
† Wilcoxon rank-sum test
Table 7: Best CL-PSO result versus best L-CL-PSO results, D = 10
Fun. CL-PSO (X) L-CL-PSO (XL) H1 pn w0 c ε n w0 c ε
F1 15 0.70 0.75 6.9497 × 104 15 0.85 1.00 5.4072 × 104 XL 0.004†
F2 40 0.55 0.75 2.2394 × 102 40 0.55 1.00 9.1791 × 101 XL < 0.001†
F3 10 0.50 1.25 1.3403 × 102 15 0.55 1.00 9.6978 × 101 XL 0.202†
F4 50 0.50 0.75 4.4994 × 100 40 0.50 1.00 1.5506 × 100 XL 0.002†
F5 60 0.55 0.75 1.8587 × 101 60 0.50 1.00 1.7928 × 101 XL 0.003†
F6 20 0.50 0.75 2.6006 × 10−1 25 0.70 0.75 2.6195 × 10−1 X 0.265†
F7 40 0.55 0.50 2.0181 × 10−2 80 0.50 0.75 8.0740 × 10−3 XL < 0.001†
F8 - - - 0.0000 × 100 - - - 0.0000 × 100 tie -
F9 15 0.75 0.50 4.3433 × 100 15 1.00 1.00 4.9944 × 100 X 0.001∗
F10 15 0.55 1.00 2.5051 × 101 20 0.55 1.00 8.6151 × 100 XL < 0.001†
F11 10 0.50 0.75 2.5343 × 102 10 0.75 1.00 2.2061 × 102 XL 0.049†
F12 10 0.95 2.00 4.5657 × 10−1 10 0.55 0.50 3.9408 × 10−1 XL < 0.001∗
F13 25 0.70 0.50 1.1519 × 10−1 25 0.95 0.50 1.2341 × 10−1 X 0.012∗
F14 10 0.75 1.00 1.2519 × 10−1 10 0.80 1.50 1.3755 × 10−1 X 0.018†
F15 10 0.75 0.50 8.5394 × 10−1 10 0.75 1.00 8.1053 × 10−1 XL 0.050†
F16 10 0.75 0.50 2.0640 × 100 15 0.75 1.00 2.0219 × 100 XL 0.223∗
F17 15 0.70 0.75 1.8034 × 103 20 0.90 0.75 2.3796 × 103 X 0.034†
F18 50 1.00 0.50 3.0487 × 102 60 0.70 0.50 1.7223 × 102 XL < 0.001†
F19 15 0.55 1.00 8.8553 × 10−1 20 0.65 1.00 7.9713 × 10−1 XL 0.038†
F20 80 0.50 0.75 1.0659 × 102 50 0.50 0.75 6.6809 × 101 XL < 0.001†
F21 15 0.85 0.75 1.4895 × 102 10 1.00 1.25 2.2574 × 102 X 0.021†
F22 15 0.70 1.00 7.2500 × 100 25 0.55 1.25 5.7697 × 100 XL 0.045†
F23 100 0.55 0.75 3.1305 × 102 100 0.50 0.75 2.9954 × 102 XL 0.083†
F24 20 0.75 0.50 1.1076 × 102 25 0.95 1.00 1.1206 × 102 X < 0.001†
F25 25 0.65 1.00 1.5628 × 102 30 0.60 1.50 1.5053 × 102 XL 0.002†
F26 15 0.70 0.50 1.0012 × 102 40 0.55 0.50 1.0012 × 102 XL 0.094†
F27 100 0.50 0.75 3.1503 × 101 100 0.50 0.75 3.0256 × 101 XL 0.005†
F28 40 0.55 0.75 3.6016 × 102 60 0.70 0.75 3.5911 × 102 XL 0.171†
F29 50 0.50 0.50 4.4976 × 102 50 0.50 0.50 4.2645 × 102 XL 0.007†
F30 30 1.00 1.75 4.8705 × 102 25 0.95 2.00 4.8748 × 102 X 0.436†
∗ t-test
† Wilcoxon rank-sum test
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Table 8: Best CL-PSO result versus best L-CL-PSO results, D = 20
Fun. CL-PSO (X) L-CL-PSO (XL) H1 pn w0 c ε n w0 c ε
F1 20 0.50 1.00 1.1857 × 105 30 0.50 1.00 8.3525 × 104 XL < 0.001†
F2 - - - 0.0000 × 100 - - - 0.0000 × 100 tie -
F3 20 0.50 1.00 1.6850 × 102 20 0.50 1.00 1.5163 × 102 XL 0.072†
F4 20 0.50 0.75 1.1360 × 101 25 0.55 1.00 8.1753 × 100 XL < 0.001†
F5 20 0.90 2.00 2.0261 × 101 20 0.65 1.00 2.0267 × 101 X < 0.001†
F6 60 0.50 0.75 3.0332 × 10−2 50 0.65 0.75 7.8269 × 10−2 X < 0.001†
F7 40 0.50 1.00 2.0000 × 10−6 60 0.60 1.00 0.0000 × 100 XL 0.079†
F8 20 0.60 1.00 8.6100 × 10−2 50 0.60 1.25 0.0000 × 100 XL < 0.001†
F9 20 0.75 0.50 9.6517 × 100 20 1.00 1.00 8.3761 × 100 XL < 0.001†
F10 20 0.50 1.00 1.1812 × 102 20 0.55 1.25 2.9279 × 101 XL < 0.001†
F11 20 0.50 0.75 5.1211 × 102 20 0.50 1.00 2.7037 × 102 XL < 0.001†
F12 20 0.50 0.50 4.8415 × 10−1 20 0.50 0.50 3.1218 × 10−1 XL < 0.001∗
F13 25 0.75 0.50 1.9500 × 10−1 50 1.00 0.75 2.0497 × 10−1 X 0.029∗
F14 20 0.75 0.50 2.8986 × 10−1 140 0.50 0.50 2.9323 × 10−1 X 0.283∗
F15 20 0.75 0.50 2.7802 × 100 25 0.80 0.75 2.4034 × 100 XL < 0.001∗
F16 20 0.50 0.75 5.7072 × 100 20 0.50 1.25 4.6711 × 100 XL < 0.001†
F17 60 0.50 0.50 8.4474 × 104 100 0.50 0.50 7.5716 × 104 XL 0.141†
F18 20 0.65 0.75 2.7267 × 103 30 0.50 0.75 1.0881 × 103 XL < 0.001†
F19 20 0.70 0.50 3.0627 × 100 20 0.95 0.50 3.2842 × 100 X 0.002†
F20 20 0.65 0.75 7.8021 × 102 25 0.60 0.75 9.3273 × 102 X 0.083†
F21 80 0.65 0.50 1.8743 × 104 140 0.75 0.50 1.7422 × 104 XL 0.369†
F22 20 0.85 0.50 3.4861 × 101 50 0.90 1.00 3.6055 × 101 X 0.159†
F23 - - - 3.3006 × 102 - - - 3.3006 × 102 tie -
F24 20 1.00 1.25 2.0514 × 102 40 1.00 1.50 2.0530 × 102 X 0.335†
F25 80 0.50 0.50 2.0113 × 102 80 0.50 0.50 2.0068 × 102 XL 0.006†
F26 40 0.70 0.50 1.0021 × 102 80 1.00 0.50 1.0020 × 102 XL 0.001∗
F27 120 0.55 0.75 3.9394 × 102 140 0.55 0.50 3.7433 × 102 XL < 0.001†
F28 20 0.90 1.00 6.7885 × 102 30 1.00 1.50 6.9379 × 102 X 0.008†
F29 140 0.65 1.75 3.4313 × 102 120 0.50 1.75 3.4865 × 102 X 0.351†
F30 20 0.70 0.75 1.6004 × 103 20 0.90 0.75 1.5855 × 103 XL 0.334∗
∗ t-test
† Wilcoxon rank-sum test
Table 9: Best CL-PSO result versus best L-CL-PSO results, D = 50
Fun. CL-PSO (X) L-CL-PSO (XL) H1 pn w0 c ε n w0 c ε
F1 40 0.60 0.50 7.2154 × 106 40 0.90 0.50 5.7225 × 106 XL < 0.001†
F2 60 0.50 0.75 1.9987 × 103 80 0.90 0.50 1.6386 × 103 XL 0.136†
F3 30 0.50 1.00 3.5714 × 103 30 0.50 1.25 3.2974 × 103 XL 0.020∗
F4 40 0.50 1.00 9.2066 × 101 30 0.85 0.75 8.8681 × 101 XL 0.049†
F5 30 1.00 2.00 2.0988 × 101 30 0.50 1.00 2.1037 × 101 X < 0.001†
F6 30 0.60 0.50 2.1669 × 101 40 0.50 0.75 2.1911 × 101 X 0.346∗
F7 40 0.65 1.00 1.2000 × 10−5 60 1.00 1.25 1.6000 × 10−5 X 0.215†
F8 30 0.80 0.50 2.6566 × 101 30 0.50 1.25 4.5604 × 100 XL < 0.001†
F9 30 0.75 0.50 1.3573 × 102 30 1.00 0.75 1.5421 × 102 X < 0.001∗
F10 30 0.50 0.75 2.5468 × 103 30 0.50 1.00 5.8280 × 102 XL < 0.001†
F11 30 0.50 0.50 8.8974 × 103 30 0.50 0.50 7.9650 × 103 XL < 0.001∗
F12 30 1.00 2.00 1.7195 × 100 30 0.50 0.50 1.7767 × 100 X 0.042∗
F13 200 1.00 0.50 3.7042 × 10−1 40 1.00 0.75 3.8033 × 10−1 X 0.038∗
F14 200 0.50 0.50 3.1848 × 10−1 170 0.60 0.50 3.0943 × 10−1 XL 0.001†
F15 30 0.75 0.50 1.9611 × 101 30 0.95 0.75 2.0645 × 101 X < 0.001∗
F16 30 0.65 0.50 2.1274 × 101 30 0.55 1.00 2.0993 × 101 XL < 0.001∗
F17 40 0.50 0.50 8.3558 × 105 30 0.50 0.50 6.9178 × 105 XL 0.001†
F18 200 0.85 0.50 3.6921 × 102 40 0.95 0.50 1.3128 × 103 X < 0.001†
F19 80 0.50 1.00 2.5370 × 101 100 0.50 1.00 2.0383 × 101 XL < 0.001†
F20 30 0.60 0.75 2.0757 × 103 30 0.75 0.75 2.2256 × 103 X 0.042†
F21 30 0.55 0.50 7.2866 × 105 30 0.65 0.50 5.4988 × 105 XL < 0.001†
F22 60 0.80 0.50 4.6012 × 102 200 0.95 0.75 5.3035 × 102 X < 0.001∗
F23 - - - 3.4400 × 102 - - - 3.4400 × 102 tie -
F24 40 0.50 1.75 2.5764 × 102 30 0.55 2.00 2.5766 × 102 X 0.350†
F25 140 0.50 0.50 2.0919 × 102 140 0.60 0.50 2.0191 × 102 XL < 0.001†
F26 170 0.80 0.50 1.0042 × 102 50 1.00 1.25 1.0053 × 102 X < 0.001†
F27 80 0.55 0.50 7.8112 × 102 80 0.50 0.75 7.7966 × 102 XL 0.436†
F28 30 0.75 0.75 1.1840 × 103 30 1.00 1.00 1.2340 × 103 X < 0.001†
F29 40 0.50 1.00 4.6058 × 103 50 0.50 1.00 4.1448 × 103 XL 0.010†
F30 30 0.65 1.00 8.9762 × 103 30 0.60 1.25 8.9821 × 103 X 0.275†
∗ t-test
† Wilcoxon rank-sum test
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Table 10: Summary of the detailed testing results
when comparing fine-tuned methods
Variant D αavg NL NˆL NX NˆX Nˆ0
TVAC-PSO
10 0.048 13 4 16 7 19
20 0.135 10 9 17 10 11
50 0.216 18 12 11 9 9
CL-PSO
10 0.230 21 15 8 6 9
20 0.341 18 13 10 5 12
50 0.242 15 13 14 10 7
NL number of functions where XL variant performs better than pure X variant
NˆL number of functions where XL variant performs significantly better than pure X variant
NX number of functions where pure X variant performs better than XL variant
NˆX number of functions where pure X variant performs significantly better than XL variant
Nˆ0 number of functions with no significant difference in performance of XL and pure X variant
PSO versus L-TVAC-PSO and CL-PSO versus L-CL-PSO is
given in Table 10, which allows for several observations. Firstly,
although αavg does mostly increase with D, when comparing
fine-tuned PSO variants there are no clear indications that the
advantages of languid variants remain equally strong after fine-
tuning the method parameters. However, the implementation of
LPD provides significant improvements in method accuracy for
up to 50% of the CEC 2014 test functions, showing that there
is a wide class of optimization problems which are well-suited
for languid PSO methods. Moreover, LPD significantly deteri-
orated TVAC-PSO and CL-PSO accuracy for never more than
33% of the test functions, making LPD a technique with low
liability for possible impairment of PSO performance.
6. Conclusion
As a continuation of previous research, the effects of en-
hanced particle ‘self-awareness’ in terms of Personal Fitness
Improvement Dependent Inertia (PFIDI) on the accuracy of a
selection of PSO variants were explored. The PFIDI method
used for this was languid particle dynamics (LPD), which makes
inertia a conditional term in PSO velocity update, enabled only
for particles which managed to improve their position in the
previous iteration.
Five PSO variants were selected for testing the effects of
LPD: standard PSO with linearly decreasing inertia weight (LDIW-
PSO), time varying acceleration coefficients PSO (TVAC-PSO),
Chaotic PSO (C-PSO), Dynamic multiswarm PSO (DM-PSO)
and Comprehensive learning PSO (CL-PSO). Each of the se-
lected variants was tested in preliminary benchmark testing on
30 test functions (CEC 2014) and three dimensionalities D ∈
{10, 20, 50} by comparing their accuracy with the accuracy of
the corresponding languid variant, where all but one have re-
sponded positively. The best and worst performing variants
(namely, CL-PSO and TVAC-PSO) were additionally scruti-
nized in the detailed testing phase, which included testing across
a spectrum of method parameter configurations, as well as the
comparison of fine-tuned methods and their languid counter-
parts. Finally, the obtained results were statistically validated
against the significance level of 0.05.
The results have shown that both TVAC-PSO and CL-PSO,
and by extension probably all five selected PSO variants, gain
visible advances in accuracy when enhanced with LPD. The
tested languid PSO variants produce better accuracy over the
corresponding pure PSO variants in 33-70% of test functions,
with statistically significant improvements in accuracy demon-
strated for 13-50% of test functions. With the rising of problem
dimensionality, the benefits on accuracy mostly rise as well, in-
dicating that PFIDI techniques may be particularly useful for
high-dimension problems. The testing procedure included 30
test functions, of which multimodal functions of relatively mod-
est complexity have shown to be most suitable for LPD.
The implementation of languid particle dynamics also some-
what stabilizes the method performance with regards to method
parameters, making it more robust and reliable, which is es-
pecially useful in real-world optimization. Furthermore, con-
sidering that at any time not more a third of test functions have
shown to yield poorer performance after implementation of LPD
means that it would be possibly reasonable for many PSO vari-
ants to have LPD implemented by default, at least when used in
general-purpose optimization codes.
Potentially even more interesting lines of research on PFIDI
still remain to be explored. These include detecting more so-
phisticated and/or more efficient methods of particle-wise fitness-
based inertia handling, as well as investigating the possibilities
of generalizing PFIDI in a way which would allow for contin-
uous dynamic inertia adaptation based on personal fitness im-
provement.
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